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January 2010

Dear Friends of Journalism:

This is the 13th issue of Michigan Interscholastic Press Association’s A Cut Above, which contains the best of high school jour-
nalism in Michigan. The purpose of this booklet is twofold: 1) to showcase the first-place winners in the MIPA Individual 
Category Yearbook Contest and 2) to act as a guide for students and advisers preparing contest entries for the 2009-2010 

competitions.
In the following pages you will find stories and art by first-place winners among the four divisions 1, 2, 3, 4. (Middle Schools 

were put in Division 4.) We have included category descriptions and judging criteria for each category. 
This is how we determine divisions: We look at the number of students from each school that enters the contest. We use the 

numbers from the The National Center for Education Statistics (NCES). We put schools in order from the largest down to the 
smallest. Division 1 contains the largest schools, and Division 4 contains the smallest. We try hard to put nearly the same number 
of schools in each division.

We are proud of all the winners and wish we could have published all of them, but size and space dictated how many, and in 
some cases, which ones, were printed. Since all the winning entries were retyped to fit the format, we apologize if any errors were 
made in the stories. Please remember these are just a sampling of the stories.

If you would like to help judge the 2010 (which come from the 2009 book) entries for the Individual Category Newspaper or 
Yearbook contests, please call the MIPA office at (517) 353-6761 or e-mail mipa@msu.edu. Judging will take place on March 6, 
2010, at the MSU School of Journalism. We need you!

 I’d like to thank Julie Price, the current newspaper chairperson, and Lynn Strause, the current yearbook chairperson, as well as 
Diane Herder, current video chair, who all did a fantastic job of pulling off last year’s judging. This is a huge project, and we all owe 
them a round of applause!

I’d also like to thank Jayna Salk and Christina Miteff for laying out the pages, taking photographs, scanning images and adding 
the documents. These two MIPA employees work hard for all of us!

Finally, I’d like to thank all the wonderful advisers, the MIPA executive board, The State News staff members and School of 
Journalism faculty for giving up a chunk of your Saturday to come to MSU to help judge. Without you, of course, there would be 
no winners!

For complete information about all of the contests, please check out the MIPA Web site at www.mipamsu.org. 

Sincerely,
Cheryl M. Pell
MIPA director
305 Communication Arts Building
Michigan State University
East Lansing, MI  48824

PHONE: (517) 353-6761
FAX: (517) 355-7710
E-MAIL: pell@msu.edu
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Christina Venditti
Eisenhower High School

Her stomach sank. It was that time again. Her 
parents would leave for work and Mrs. Anna, the 
nanny, would arrive.  It wasn’t the nanny who Morgan 
McGregor dreaded seeing; it was her son, Michal 
Kolaczkowski. Mrs. Anna came equipped with cleaning 
supplies and a three-year-old son named Michal. 

Not often does a friendship as strong as the one 
McGregor shares with Kolaczkowski begin with such 
abomination.

“Whenever Michal came over, he would always break 
my toys, or mess up my dollhouse when I had it per-
fect,” McGregor said. “When I would cry about it, he 
would tell his mom he didn’t do it.”

Once childhood polar opposites, the pair parted 
ways and lost touch until one fateful day in junior high.

“On the first day of choir in eighth grade, I noticed 
this girl in the back of the room looking at me,” 
Kolaczkowski said. “ When the teacher took attendance, 
she completely butchered my name like everyone else 
does. I was about to correct her and the girl in the back 
shouted ‘ITS KOLACZKOWSKI!’ When I looked at 
the girl I knew it had to be Morgan.”

Despite their bumpy past, Kolaczkowski and 
McGregor gravitated towards each other and recounted 
their “remember when” stories as long-lost friends often 
do. The pair agreed they would never have willingly 
maintained contact if their relationship was left with the 
turmoil of their younger days. 

Thankfully, Kolaczkowski and McGregor outgrew 
their childish ways and their current friendship is attrib-
uted to their mutual love of singing. The friends are cur-
rently involved in Show Choir and remain best friends 
since their fateful match up four years ago. 

Best Friends Forever
After many years, these friends have stuck it out  
through thick and thin

Feature Writing: Student Life

Feature Writing: 
Student Life
Feature writing and 
reporting on school and 
community from the 
student life section of the 
book.

First place winners  
by division

1 Christina Venditti 
Eisenhower HS

2 Billie Gorman 
Waterford Kettering HS

3 Megan Brown 
Fenton HS

4 Bri Dines &  
Emma Morris 
Orchard Lake MS

Guidelines
• clear, relevant, engaging 

angle
• solid lead that draws reader 

into story
•meaningful student quotes 

that enrich story and reflect 
effective interviewing

• evidence of adequate 
research

• adheres to rules of good 
journalism including: short 
paragraphs, effective transi-
tions and use of active voice; 
freedom from editorial com-
ment; careful editing and 
proofreading to eliminate 
mechanical errors; correct 
use of grammar
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Sports Reporting

In many ways, the renovated Ivan Williams Field 
was the varsity football team’s field of dreams. Coaches 
believed that the new stadium would attract more play-
ers, while the players hope the field would increase atten-
dance during the season.

When practice began in the summer, more than 120 
potential players showed up to try out for the team.

“More seniors came out for the team because they 
wanted to be able to play on the new field,” junior Mario 
Trujillo said. “The turnout at tryouts was huge. I have 
never seen so many people come out for football in the 
two years I’ve played.”

A crowd of more that 3,000 attended and supported 
the team for the first home game against Linden.

“We have new team rooms underneath the bleachers,” 

Trujillo said. “They helped because we were able to draw 
out plays, discuss team corrections and watch films,” 

With the new Astroturf field under their feet, the 
team prepared to win their upcoming game against Clio.

“My first feeling when winning the game against 
Clio was like playing in the Super Bowl,” junior Kyle 
Reynolds said. “During my first two years of football I 
was on the JV team, and I had never felt the intensity of 
winning a varsity game before. It was a night I will  never 
forget.”

In order to finish the season strong, the team worked 
on keeping their hopes high for the final two games.

“We won our last two games,” Reynolds said. 
“Winning those games felt amazing because I saw the 
team’s progression throughout the season. Finishing off 
the year playing Lapeer East on the home field was great 
because we were able to prove to everyone that we really 
deserved our new facilities.”

Field of Dreams
The new Ivan Williams Field brings a sense of hope to varsity 
players; by season’s end, the team experiences two consecutive wins

Sports Reporting
Sports reporting for any 
season that makes the 
reader feel that he/she is 
reliving the season.

First place winners  
by division

1 Sharon Paravastu & 
Proma Khosla 
Troy HS

2 Carlie Mohr 
Waterford Kettering HS

3 Danielle Duval & 
Lauren Chopski 
Fenton HS

4 Raechel Zahrn 
Berrien Springs HS

Guidelines
• solid lead that draws reader 

into story
• meaningful student quotes 

that enrich story and reflect 
effective interviewing

•evidence of adequate 
research

• story gives reader a clear 
picture of season highlights 
and outcome with relevant 
player comments

• adheres to rules of good 
journalism including: short 
paragraphs, effective transi-
tions and use of active voice; 
freedom from editorial com-
ment; careful editing and 
proofreading to eliminate 
mechanical errors; correct 
use of grammar

Danielle Duval & Lauren Chopski
Fenton High School
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Anna Asciutto
Waterford Kettering High School

The crowd cheers in anticipation, awaiting the 
announcement of the homecoming queen. Senior Casey 
Curnutte is announced, and the crowd goes wild. She 
walks forward, surrounded by her fellow court nominees, 
who are all dressed in their homecoming dresses, or cheer 
or pom uniforms.

But on this particular night, Curnutte is donning a 
tiara paired with none other than a captains jersey and 
football pads.

Curnutte was chosen this season to be a kicker for the 
varsity football team. She was first introduced to coaches 
by Brian O’Donnell, Kettering’s trainer. Coaches had 
heard how well she kicked in her first year playing pow-

derpuff, and were interested in seeing Curnutte trying out 
for the team.

Curnutte was supported by all of her friends when she 
decided to join the team.

The other boys on the team were also supportive of 
Curnutte.

“All of the guys on the team were really nice to me,” 
said Curnutte. “They always cheered for me and helped 
me relax before plays.”

Teammates agreed with Curnutte.
“It was awesome having Casey on the team because 

we are the first in years to have a woman on our teams,” 
said junior Tyler Wale. 

With junior Kaylie Guellec also kicking on the junior 
varsity team, Kettering hopes to carry on this tradition of 
diversity. 

Just Another One of the Guys
Senior Casey Curnutte was selected to be the only girl 
on the varsity team

Sports Feature Writing

Sports Feature 
Writing
Any topic that spotlights 
an unusual aspect of any 
event, a coach, a player or 
any controversy.

First place winners  
by division

1 Jessica Travick & 
Samantha VanGlesan 
Stevenson HS

2 Anna Asciutto 
Waterford Kettering HS

3 Jared Georgakopoulos 
Fenton HS

4 Raechel Zahrn 
Berrien Springs HS

Guidelines
• clear, relevant, engaging 

angle
• solid lead that draws reader 

into story
•meaningful student quotes 

that enrich story and reflect 
effective interviewing

• evidence of adequate 
research

•story meaningfully adds to 
sports coverage

• adheres to rules of good 
journalism including: short 
paragraphs, effective transi-
tions and use of active voice; 
freedom from editorial com-
ment; careful editing and 
proofreading to eliminate 
mechanical errors; correct 
use of grammar
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Academic Writing

Raechel Zahrn
Berrien Springs High School

It’s 2:30 in the morning and you just laid your head 
down about the fall asleep, when you hear a little whim-
per, then a cry and then a scream! Angrily getting up from 
your almost quiet slumber, you go tend to your baby. 
Hans Tuesta (10) experienced just that when he had his 
child development Real Care Baby for a week. 

“I wanted to throw that thing against the wall!” Hans 
said. For a week the students in Ms. Julie Harner’s child 
development class experienced life as a parent. 

“I thought it was kind of a good simulation but it was 

simplified and some areas of having a real baby would be 
a lot harder,” John Gillette (12) said. Whenever the baby 
cried the student had to figure out how to make it stop, 
whether it be to feed it or rock it. 

“I learned that being a parent takes a lot of responsibil-
ity and you need to tend to babies a lot,” Diamond Hunt 
(9) said. Most students didn’t have a lot of good things to 
say about the baby and were glad that it was over. 

“I hated getting up at 2 on the morning and finding 
out the baby was crying for no reason, it just wanted to 
be rocked!” Steven Felusme (9) said. The babies were on 
loan from Lakeland as a part of their Real Care Babies 
program. 

Parent Trap
Students are stuck with babies for a week

Academic Writing
Any copy which features a 
department, a subject or 
unusual academic direc-
tion but not a personality 
profile of a teacher.

First place winners  
by division

1 Baida Oro 
Stevenson HS

2 Michelle Lepinat & 
Alyssa Duhr 
Utica HS

3 Staff 
Traverse City Central HS

4 Raachel Zahrn 
Berrien Springs HS

Guidelines
• clear, relevant, engaging 

angle
• solid lead that draws reader 

into story
•meaningful student quotes 

that enrich story and reflect 
effective interviewing

• evidence of adequate 
research

•story goes beyond simply 
reviewing what happens in 
classroom

• adheres to rules of good 
journalism including: short 
paragraphs, effective transi-
tions and use of active voice; 
freedom from editorial com-
ment; careful editing and 
proofreading to eliminate 
mechanical errors; correct 
use of grammar
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Anthony Anzell
Stevenson High School

“Terror classes” splashed in bold, red lettering across 
the stark white Mecca Club poster in the E-hallway. 
Slowly walking past, all that junior Anfal Suhail could do 
was give a little chuckle. 

“I actually laughed when I saw it because I knew it 
was going to happen,” Suhail said. “We only had the 
posters up one day and I was kind of expecting something 
to be written on them.”

To overcome the stereotypical images many Muslim 
high school students face, Mecca Club was created to 
break the reputational barriers the Sept. 11 attacks cre-
ated. 

“Many people think Muslim’s are bad,” junior Ali 
Sobh said. “We want to show people that we are good 
people that do good things.”

Many people don’t understand the Islamic religion 
and have a hard time accepting it because Muslims have 
ties to many radicals. Mecca Club aims to inform people 
what the Islamic religion is about. The club isn’t only for 
Muslims, but for anyone who wants to familiarize them-

selves with the Islamic religion.
“Anyone who has any questions about the religion can 

come and ask,” Suhail said. “We want people to come 
and learn about it. We want our message to get out that 
the Muslim religion is a good thing.”

Unfortunately, this is one stereotype that has been 
hard to erase. The Sept. 11 attacks terminated the reputa-
tions of many innocent American Muslims because of 
their religious affiliation. 

“Islamic terrorists are confused on what they are 
doing,” Suhail said. “The way they are acting is not the 
Islamic way. In a sense, I can’t blame [Islamic terrorists] 
because they don’t know the religion. That is why we 
came up with our club Mecca.”

Fundamentalist radicals are present in every religion. 
Mecca’s hope is to break cliché barriers and bring out the 
best of their beliefs.

 “Sometimes stereotypes can’t be stopped, but you 
have to look over it and show that those stereotypes aren’t 
real.” senior Ali Imtiaz,  Mecca Club president, said. “We 
want to get rid of this stereotype so that people don’t mis-
take [Islam] for what they think it is, but to show them 
what the Muslim religion is really about.”

Going Against the Flow
Making a difference despite working hard through tough obstacles 
and rough bumps in the road, both the Mecca and Driven Clubs 
stood up valiantly and took a stand for their beliefs despite the 
opposition.

Organizations Writing

Organizations 
Writing
Writing that gives the 
reader a fresh view of the 
organization.

First place winners  
by division

1 Anthony Anzell 
Stevenson HS

2 Kaitlin Lngley & 
Courtney Moore 
Utica HS

3 Jessie Crawford & 
Grady Foley 
Fenton HS

4 Lindsey Fausett 
Laingsburg HS

Guidelines
• solid lead that draws reader 

into story
•meaningful student quotes 

that enrich story and reflect 
effective interviewing

• evidence of adequate 
research

•story does not center on 
purpose of group or simply 
review their activities

• adheres to rules of good 
journalism including: short 
paragraphs, effective transi-
tions and use of active voice; 
freedom from editorial com-
ment; careful editing and 
proofreading to eliminate 
mechanical errors; correct 
use of grammar
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Personality Profile

Laura Penny 
Stevenson High School

With sweaty palms and his heart beating rapidly, 
senior Bryan Martins anxiously sits in the doctor’s office 
waiting to hear the news. Within what seems like hours, 
the doctor walks into the room and delivers the fateful 
announcement. It’s cancer.

 “When I was 14 years old, I was diagnosed 
with bone cancer in September of 2003,” Martins said. 
“It was kind of hard to deal with. I was stuck in chemo-
therapy for a whole year.”

 Not only was the news tragic, but it chanced 
the normal routines that gave Martins his comfort zone.

 “I could not even shower like I normally do 
because of the tube in my chest that I could not get wet 
or I would die from water in my lungs,” Martins said. 
“It was really a pain.”

 The sound from an unexpected call fore-
shadowed the events to come. Who knew that a simple 
phone call could have such and impact on so many 
lives?

 “The best thing that happened was while I 
was in the hospital I got a call from Linkin Park on my 
birthday, thanks to senior Elise DeLuca,” Martins said. 

 Feelings of joy and excitement raced through 
his mind when Bryan found out that he was going to 
get to see his favorite band live in concert.

 “I emailed the band and tried to get them to 
call Bryan on his birthday and Linkin Park did,” Deluca 
said. “They also sent Bryan autographed drum sticks 
along with tickets to one of their concerts. I thought 
that since it was his favorite band, that it would really 
cheer him up and I just wanted to help.”

 Although they were once a couple, they are 
now just friends, but their relationship is stronger than 
ever before.

 “We were actually dating at the time and I 
just wanted to be there for him and do as much as I 
could to help,” DeLuca said. “I would visit him when-
ever I could and I tried to be there for support.”

 If this wasn’t enough to brighten his smile, 
then surely the call from the doctor letting him know 
that the cancer had been put in to remission would do 
the trick. 

 “The following year, in August of 2004, 
the doctors said I had been cured. I was cancer-free,” 
Martins said. “I had my entire femur removed and an 
iron plate in my hip with two screws to hold it in, but it 
was all over. I still had to visit the hospital everyday for 
a long time so that they could test my blood.”

 Overwhelmed  with relief, his experience, he 
realized that he was able to learn about himself and oth-
ers from it. 

 “For me, the worst thing of this whole experi-
ence was probably losing my hair, but other than that it 
really wasn’t as bad as one might think,” Martins said. 
I got a lot of gifts from the school and a big piece of 
paper with nearly 800 signatures on it and of course the 
whole thing with Linkin Park was awesome.”

 Martins really appreciated the fact that his 
family and friends stood by him the whole way through, 
he also came to realize who his true friends were. 

 “My friends and family were always around 
me for support too,” he said. “Going through something 
like this really shows you who your true friends are. The 
friends that actually come to visit you are the ones that 
really matter.”

 Bryan has been cancer-free for four years now. 
He knows that he will always have friends there by his 
side if something tragic like his experience with cancer 
ever happens to him again. From dark days to hope for 
a bright future, Bryan has showed us that dreams can 
come true.  

A Dream Come TruePersonality Profile
Writing featuring a 
teacher, staff member or 
student that makes the 
character three dimen-
sional.

First place winners  
by division

1 Laura Penny 
Stevenson HS

2 Shelby Mies 
Romeo HS

3 Megan Brown 
Fenton HS

4 Talia Weitzer, Jade Cook, 
Dana Abufara &  
Hannah Dyste 
Orchard Lake HS

Guidelines
• clear, relevant, engaging 

angle that makes story wor-
thy of inclusion

• solid lead that draws reader 
into story

•meaningful student quotes 
that enrich story and reflect 
effective interviewing

• evidence of adequate 
research

•story goes beyond superficial 
coverage to give a total 
perspective and feel for the 
subject

• adheres to rules of good 
journalism including: short 
paragraphs, effective transi-
tions and use of active voice; 
freedom from editorial com-
ment; careful editing and 
proofreading to eliminate 
mechanical errors; correct 
use of grammar
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Alternative Coverage

Sidebar Writing
Any special coverage that 
adds to an indepth topic.

First place winners  
by division

1 Christina Venditti 
Eisenhower HS

2 Alyssa Duhr 
Utica HS

3 Kayla Hay & 
Lauren Chopski 
Fenton HS

4 Hamna Nazir & 
Gabrielle Fantich 
Orchard Lake MS

Guidelines
• Coverage adds to spread 

contents
• Content is in a form that 

makes it appealing as well 
as easily accessible to the 
reader

• evidence of adequate 
research

• Contents enhance spread 
coverage by adding mean-
ingful information and/or 
insights

• Adheres to rules of good 
journalism including:

    • Use of active voice
    • Freedom from editorial    
    content
    • Careful editing and   
     proofreading to eliminate  
     mechanical errors
    • Correct use of grammar

By Kayla Hay & Lauren Chopski, Fenton High School
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Headline Writing

By Nicole Norman, Erin Ladd & Katy Black, 
Fenton High School

Headline Writing
Include at least three 
examples, including sec-
ondary and primary head-
lines. Do not submit label 
or one-word headlines.

First place winners  
by division

1 Joann Choi 
Troy

2 Lauren Wamsley,  
Erin Robison & Ali Cabadas 
Waterford Kettering

3 Nicole Norman, Erin 
Ladd & Katy Black 
Fenton

4 Hayleigh Cooper, Amanda 
Johnson & Hayley Godley 
Ithaca

M No Winner

Guidelines
• clever/imaginative, engaging 

the reader
•draws reader into copy
• contents of headline estab-

lishes visual/verbal connec-
tion between photos and 
copy

•headline/subhead makes 
spread content clear

• adheres to rules of good 
journalism including: 
avoiding label headlines; 
freedom from editorial com-
ment; careful editing and 
proofreading to eliminate 
mechanical errors; correct 
use of grammar
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Caption Writing

Caption Writing
Captions which have been 
written for three photo-
graphs, one of which must 
be for a minor sport.

First place winners  
by division

1 Madhath Hussain, Leah 
Panourgias, Keegan Mogg & 
Lauren Ridenour 
Troy HS

2 Michelle Lepinat & 
Travis Koss 
Utica HS

3 Staff 
Fenton HS

4 Alysen Glowney, Brooklyn 
Misenhelder & Rachel 
Wetzel 
Ithaca HS

Guidelines
• begin with strong leads, not 

name or title
•contain at least two sentenc-

es that answer all reader’s 
questions without stating 
the obvious

• evidence of adequate 
research which provides 
information that adds to 
reader’s understanding of 
event or situation

•clearly identifies all people 
in photo with both first and 
last (sports captions should 
also identify names of play-
ers on opposing team)

• adheres to rules of good 
journalism including: short 
paragraphs, effective transi-
tions and use of active voice; 
freedom from editorial com-
ment; careful editing and 
proofreading to eliminate 
mechanical errors; correct 
use of grammar

By Michelle Lepinac & Travis Koss, Utica HS

With his spikes sinking into the 
mud, senior runner Santo Lupo 
ignores the rain and focuses on 
placing at the regional meet 
in Goodells Park. “This sport 
deserves more credit because 
unlike other sports, cross coun-
try requires dedication and the 
entire team’s best efforts,” Lupo 
said. His passion for running 
placed him in 17th in the county. 

Focused oh his Sterling Heights 
opponent at the county meet, 
sophomore runner Mike 
McGinnis picks up his pace with 
each stride longer than the last. 
“We had really great seniors; 
they were always encouraging 
us to go faster,” he said. Because 
of the seniors’ encouragement, 
McGinnis advanced to running 
Varsity, with a best time of 17:54.

Seniors Alyssa Schafer, Molly 
Loftis and Laura Yestrepsky will-
ingly help out the senior class 
car wash over the summer. “We 
were being sprayed with the 
hose over the top of the car,” 
Loftis said. “We were soaked by 
the end of the day.” The car wash 
was great bonding time for 
club members and senior class 
earned $200.
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Cover and Endsheet Design

Cover and Endsheet 
Design
Theme selection and 
development. Entry should 
include coverdesign, 
endsheets, introduction, 
division pages and closing. 
Entry must include actual 
cover and both front and 
back endsheets. Do not 
submit stock endsheets.

First place winners  
by division

1 Jacqui Longe 
Novi HS

2 Staff 
Holt HS

3 Staff 
Fenton HS

4 Staff 
Orchard Lake MS

By Staff, Fenton High School 

Guidelines
• cover/endsheet introduces 

unifying concept visually/
verbally

• design is fresh and contem-
porary

• cover creates favorable 
impression through use of 
type/color/materials

• book name and year appear 
on cover and spine

• Spine also includes school 
name, city, state and year-
book volume number

• endsheets are attractive and 
either plain or contain illus-
trative/informative content 
with solid design
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Opening and Closing Designs

By Samantha Breaux, Traverse City Central High School

Opening and 
Closing Designs
The introductory and  
closing spreads.

First place winners  
by division

1 Stephanie Johnson & 
Leah Hagenstein 
Grand Blanc HS

2 Staff 
Holt HS

3 Samantha Breaux 
Traverse City HS
Staff 
Fenton HS

4 Staff 
Ithaca HS

Guidelines
• designs are fresh and con-

temporary, setting them 
apart from standard designs 
but are similar to each other

•photos, copy, captions, 
headlines and white space 
are arranged to help reader 
begin and end story of year

• designs carry elements of 
theme concept

•while designs may be innova-
tive, they adhere to journal-
istic guidelines and show 
evidence of careful planning
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Division Page Design

By Eric Dresden, Rachel Howarth & Emily Havelka, Breckenridge High School

Division Page 
Design
One set of all division 
pages in yearbook.

First place winners  
by division

1 George Peterman 
Grand Blanc HS

2 Staff 
Holt HS 

3 Samantha Breaux 
Traverse City Central HS

4 Eric Dresden, Rachel 
Howarth & Emily Havelka

Guidelines
• designs are fresh and con-

temporary, setting them 
apart from standard designs 
but are similar to each other

•photos, copy, captions, 
headlines and white space 
are arranged to introduce 
reader to contents of section

• designs carry elements of 
theme concept

•while designs may be innova-
tive, they adhere to journal-
istic guidelines and show 
evidence of careful planning
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Student Life Spread

Student Life Spread
One spread from student 
life section.

First place winners  
by division

1 Tracy Connor &  
Jean-Pierre Saint 
Tran 
Grand Blanc HS

2 Jesse Powers 
Holt HS

3 Meagan Harris &  
Connor Stack 
Fenton HS

4 Amber Shaffer 
Laingsburg HS

By Tracy Connor & Jean-Pierre Saint Tran, Grand Blanc High School

Guidelines
•designed as two-page visual unit, arrangement of photos, 

headline, copy, captions and white space invite reader onto 
spread and show careful planning

•dominance is established and other elements are arranged in 
such a way as to lead reader’s eye around spread

• adequate external margins provide frame for spread contents 
and are defined by at least one element on each side

•photos effectively cropped, of various size, shape and content; 
content concentrates on action photos

•no center of interest in photo is trapped in gutter; action and 
faces in photos do not face off spread

•non-rectangular photos, tilted photos and other special treat-
ments are used sparingly and effectively to enhance overall 
design

•graphics and typography enhance readability and attractive-
ness of design

•headlines has contemporary design and establishes visual/
verbal connection

•copy and captions are readable size and use readable font
•captions touch photos to which they refer. for group or clus-

tered captions attention has been paid to making them 
accessible to reader

•while designs may be innovative, they adhere to journalistic 
guidelines
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Academic Spread

First place winners 
by division 

1 Megan Hancz 
Athens HS

2 Lauren Wheeler 
Waterford Mott HS

3 Meagan Harris &  
Connor Stack 
Fenton HS

4 Emily Havelka 
Breckenridge HS

Academic Spread
One spread from the aca-
demic section.

Guidelines
•designed as two-page visual unit, arrangement of photos, headline, copy, 

captions and white space invite reader onto spread and show careful 
planning

•dominance is established and other elements are arranged in such a way 
as to lead reader’s eye around spread

• adequate external margins provide frame for spread contents and are 
defined by at least one element on each side

•photos effectively cropped, of various size, shape and content; content 
concentrates on action photos of students engaged in learning, not the 
teachers

•no center of interest in photo is trapped in gutter; action and faces in pho-
tos do not face off spread

•non-rectangular photos, tilted photos and other special treatments are 
used sparingly and effectively to enhance overall design

•graphics and typography enhance readability and attractiveness of design
•headlines has contemporary design and establishes visual/verbal connec-

tion
•copy and captions are readable size and use readable font
•captions touch photos to which they refer. for group or clustered captions 

attention has been paid to making them accessible to reader
•while designs may be innovative, they adhere to journalistic guidelines

By Meagan Harris & Connor Stack, Fenton High School



 A Cut Above 19

Advertising Spread

Advertising Spread
One student-produced 
spread.

First place winners  
by division

1 Alexandra Naumovski & 
Brandon Yee 
Stevenson HS

2 Joseph Frontera 
Utica HS

3 Megan Fischer 
Traverse City Central HS

4 Samantha Zimmerman 
Breckenridge HS

Guidelines
•spread is attractively 

designed with a variety of 
ad sizes for contrast

•graphics and typography 
enhance readability and 
attractiveness of design

• if features are included, they 
are designed to enhance the 
overall look of the spread 
and follow design guide-
lines

•while designs may be innova-
tive, they adhere to journal-
istic guidelines

By Megan Fischer, Traverse City Central High School



20 A Cut Above

Organization Spread

Organization 
Spread
One spread from the 
organization section.

First place winners  
by division

1 Staff 
Grand Blanc HS

2 Melissa Thering 
Holt HS

3 Meagan Harris, Kelcy 
Bommarito & Sarah Allan 
Fenton HS

4 Jacob Gulick 
Breckenridge HS

By Jacob Gulick, Breckenridge High School

Guidelines
•designed as two-page visual unit, arrangement of photos, headline, copy, captions 

and white space invite reader onto spread and show careful planning
•dominance is established and other elements are arranged in such a way as to lead 

reader’s eye around spread
• adequate external margins provide frame for spread contents and are defined by at 

least one element on each side
•photos effectively cropped, of various size, shape and content; content concentrates 

on action photos
•no center of interest in photo is trapped in gutter; action and faces in photos do not 

face off spread
•non-rectangular photos, tilted photos and other special treatments are used spar-

ingly and effectively to enhance overall design
•graphics and typography enhance readability and attractiveness of design
•headlines has contemporary design and establishes visual/verbal connection
•copy and captions are readable size and use readable font
•captions touch photos to which they refer. for group or clustered captions attention 

has been paid to making them accessible to reader
•if group pictures are included on spread, they are not the dominant element and are 

arranged to blend with the overall design of the spread
•while designs may be innovative, they adhere to journalistic guidelines



 A Cut Above 21

People Spread

First place winners  
by division

1 Sherry Amore 
Stevenson HS

2 Ali Cabadas, Emily Thayer 
& Travis Merriman

3 Nicole Norman &  
Danielle Duval  
Fenton HS 
Katy Black & Miranda Bono 
Fenton HS

4 Samantha Zimmerman

By Ali Cabadas, Emily Thayer & Travis Merriman, Waterford Kettering High School 

People Spread
One spread from either stu-
dent or faculty/administra-
tion coverage.

Guidelines
•designed as two-page visual unit, arrangement of photos, headline, 

copy, captions and white space invite reader onto spread and show 
careful planning

•dominance is established and other elements are arranged in such a 
way as to lead reader’s eye around spread

• adequate external margins provide frame for spread contents and are 
defined by at least one element on each side

•photos effectively cropped, of various size, shape and content
•no center of interest in photo is trapped in gutter; action and faces in 

photos do not face off spread
•non-rectangular photos, tilted photos and other special treatments are 

used sparingly and effectively to enhance overall design
•graphics and typography enhance readability and attractiveness of 

design
•headlines has contemporary design and establishes visual/verbal con-

nection
•copy and captions are readable size and use readable font
•captions touch photos to which they refer. for group or clustered cap-

tions attention has been paid to making them accessible to reader
•mug shots are arranged in panels with names to the outside
•while designs may be innovative, they adhere to journalistic guidelines



22 A Cut Above

Sports Spread

First place winners  
by division

1 Cassandra Ferguson, Lauren 
Baumann & Kristyn Baker 
Eisenhower HS

2 Kayla Cox 
Romeo HS

3 Hayley DuBois & 
Lauren Chopski 
Fenton HS  

4 Mickey Putnam 
Laingsburg HS

By Kayla Cox, Romeo High School

Sports Spread
One spread from the 
sports section.

Guidelines
• designed as two-page visual unit, arrangement of photos, headline, copy, captions and 

white space invite reader onto spread and show careful planning
• dominance is established and other elements are arranged in such a way as to lead read-

er’s eye around spread
•  adequate external margins provide frame for spread contents and are defined by at least 

one element on each side
• photos effectively cropped, of varied size, shape and content; content concentrates on 

action photos
• no center of interest in photo is trapped in gutter; action and faces in photos do not face 

off spread
• non-rectangular photos, tilted photos and other special treatments are used sparingly and 

effectively to enhance overall design
• graphics and typography enhance readability and attractiveness of design
• headlines has contemporary design and establishes visual/verbal connection
• copy and captions are readable size and use readable font
• captions touch photos to which they refer. for group or clustered captions attention has 

been paid to making them accessible to reader
• if team pictures are included on spread, they are not used as dominant element and are 

arranged to blend with overall design
• if scoreboards are involved on spread, they are attractively designed to blend with the 

overall look of the spread and set in a readable font and size
• while designs may be innovative, they adhere to journalistic guidelines



 A Cut Above 23

Sports Action Photo

By Amber Shaffer, Laingsburg High School

Sports Action Photo
Well-cropped, in-focus 
photo with excellent 
tonal quality.

First place winners  
by division

1 Samantha McGee 
Troy HS

2 Nick Lange 
Mona Shores HS

3 Sarah O’Neil 
Fenton HS

4 Amber Shaffer 
Laingsburg

Guidelines
•photo has strong story-telling 

content
•photo has been effectively 

cropped to emphasize cen-
ter of interest and enhance 
content

• photo is technically strong: 
in focus; free from scratches, 
dust or fingerprints; proper 
contrast; not too grainy or 
muddy

•photographer paid attention 
to rules of composition



24 A Cut Above

Academic Photo

By Sean Babas, Troy High School

Academic Photo
Photo focused on students 
in a learning situation 
either in or out of class.

First place winners  
by division

1 Sean Babas 
Troy HS

2 Jesslyn Molnar 
Waterford Mott HS

3 Sarah Allan 
Fenton HS

4 Haylee Price 
Ithaca HS

Guidelines
•photo has strong story-telling 

content
•photo has been effectively 

cropped to emphasize cen-
ter of interest and enhance 
content

• photo is technically strong: 
in focus; free from scratches, 
dust or fingerprints; proper 
contrast; not too grainy or 
muddy

•photographer paid attention 
to rules of composition



 A Cut Above 25

Feature Photo

By Raffi Appel, Traverse City Central High School

Feature Photo
Human interest photo 
with emphasis on people 
in their environment. Do 
not submit posed shots or 
portraits.

First place winners  
by division

1 Courtney Umbras 
Eisenhower HS

2 Lauren Palmer 
Clarkston HS

3 Raffi Appel 
Traverse City Central HS

4 Amber Shaffer 
Laingsburg HS

Guidelines
•photo has strong story-telling 

content
•photo has been effectively 

cropped to emphasize cen-
ter of interest and enhance 
content

• photo is technically strong: 
in focus; free from scratches, 
dust or fingerprints; proper 
contrast; not too grainy or 
muddy

•photographer paid attention 
to rules of composition



26 A Cut Above

Graphics

By Cassie Nealis, Waterford Kettering High School

Graphics
One spread illustrating 
contemporary use of 
graphics.

First place winners  
by division

1 Paulina Reizan & 
Kelly Turek 
Novi HS

2 Cassie Nealis 
Waterford Kettering HS

3 Erika Mock 
Fenton HS

4 Kayla Wireman, Richard 
Hendrick & Destiny Cleland 
Stockbridge HS

Guidelines
• graphics add to spread con-

tent and design
• use of graphics shows evi-

dence of careful planning 
and clear purpose

•  while graphic use may be 
innovative, the staff adheres 
to journalistic guidelines



 A Cut Above 27

Index

By Staff, Ithaca High School

Index
Creative use of graph-
ics, typography, photos 
and/or short features to 
enhance the presentation 
of the index.

First place winners  
by division

1 Kendall Rock  
Athens HS

2 Melissa Thering & 
Tyler McMillin 
Holt HS

3 Erika Mock 
Fenton HS

4 Staff 
Ithaca HS

Guidelines
•complete listing of all per-

sons, events, clubs, activities, 
sports and advertisements

•set in readable font and size
• attractive design that adds to 

overall impressions



28 A Cut Above

Feature Presentation

First place winners  
by division

1 Sheereen Syed & 
Jessica Travick 
Stevenson HS

2 Ali Robinson, Emily Kuusisto,  
Kathryn Marquette & 
Nickii Sexton 
Waterford Kettering HS

3 Megan Brown, Meagan 
Harris & Grady Foley  
Fenton HS 
 Megan Brown, Meagan 
Harris & Brijit Spender 
Fenton HS 

4 No Winner

By Sheereen Syed & Jessic Travick, Stevenson High School

Feature 
Presentation
An unusual feature from 
any section. Subject selec-
tion, writing, photography 
and design will be con-
sidered.

Guidelines
WRITING
•copy has engaging angle, 

solid lead and meaningful 
student quotes that enrich 
story and reflect effective 
interviewing

•captions begin with strong 
lead and contain at least 
two sentences that answer 
all reader’s questions and 
clearly identifies all people

• copy and captions show evi-
dence of adequate research

•clever, engaging headline 
that draws reader into story 



 A Cut Above 29

Theme Development

Theme 
Development
Theme selection and 
development. Entry must 
include cover, endsheets, 
opening, dividers and 
closing. 

First place winners  
by division

1 Staff 
Grand Blanc HS

2 Staff 
Holt HS

3 Kelsey Ransdell & 
Tanya Rogovyk 
North Farmington HS

4 Staff 
Breckenridge HS

Guidelines
• theme selection is fresh 

and contemporary as well 
as appropriate to the indi-
vidual school

•theme concept is introduced 
visually/verbally on cover

• theme concept carries 
through visualy/verbally on 
endsheet, opening, dividers 
and closing showing careful 
development

•photos on theme spreads 
relate to theme concept as 
part of total theme package

• overall design of theme 
spreads is fresh and contem-
porary, setting them apart 
from other sections of the 
book

• while designs may be inno-
vative, they adhere to jour-
nalistic guidelines and show 
evidence of careful planning

By Staff, Holt High School


